
Timing Belt :  Elatech production includes the widest range of high 
performance profiles, allowing to select the best technical solution in 
every drive application and pergola is one of them. Body made of 
thermoplastic polyurethane with high wear resistance. Tension cords 
made of steel with high tensile strength and high elastic modulus. At 
bended rail projects, we offer fabric on teeth in order to reduce the 
coefficient of friction, improve the tooth engagement and reduce the 
noise.

Wheels :  6 wheels with roller bearing provides smooth slide and 
silent operation while opening and closing system. Beside all it is 
increasing life time of pergola and reducing maintenance cost. �e 
plastic body of wheel produced by %30 glassfiber mix and this body 
connected with 8X50 inox screw. To provide tightness, there is 
leakproof gasket at connection part of fabric with wheels. 

Plastics : High quality plastisc with minimal sizes offer perfect looking and show system more 
elegant. Minimal size of plastics and profiles wider opening pergola and helps to benefit from 
sun rays much more when it is needed.

Converter  :  Suitable for economical LED lighting and moving 
sign applications. Slim plastic case with IP67 level offers 
economical design with high resistance against outdoor 
conditions. Operation range is -30 ~70 Celsius and it is optimum 
product for outdoor applications. 

Applıcatıon and Openıng Optıons

Fabric : The Ferrari exclusive manufacturing technology combined 
with a specific surface treatment ensures the long-term durability of 
these textile installations. %100 recylable thanks to Texyloop 
technology and it combines aesthetic and ecological design. It offers 
effective solutions for counteracting the harmful effects of solar 
radiation. New formulations provide the fabric with high thermal 
performance characteristics including those of the darkest colours. 
Its high heat reflection capacity contributes to improving user 
comfort. 

Motor :  Somfy motor design meets the needs for many shading or 
window applications. �ese motors offered in various sizes and 
technology options can be used on projects of all shapes and sizes. 
Somfy motors are more economical at the project level as the architect 
can specify the motor technology required for their specific project 
and receive competitive proposals from multiple shade dealers. 
�e motors are fully adaptable to control with remote or applications 
by using smart phone, tablet or pc. Also possible to couple with sensors 
like wind, light and rain. 

Connexoon  : From motorised pergola to connected pergola... it’s just 
one step away and has become accessible to everyone. No need for an 
internet connection on site to install the box and link the equipment 
as Connexoon is simply installed in Plug and Play mode*. Ideal during 
renovations. Intuitive, clever, fun. In short, with the times! Each 
Connexoon application has been designed to make life simpler  and 
more beautiful in just one click.

Remote Control :  Clear or dynamic colours, nice to the touch, 
the new Situo io collection has it all. Available in 1 or 5 channels, 
for individual or group control of pergola, panorama, zip screen 
and even lighting! 

Perfect Combınatıon of Best Materıals

Thanks to high quality PVC fabric used, the 
covering is totally impermeable to water  

This innovative system allows you to enjoy cool 
environment in summer, considerably reducing 
inside temperature

High integrated drainage system provides to drain 
all water through the outside over ground pillar 
outlet

Highly resistant aluminum structure that 
provides utmost security, even in strong 
winds up to 115 km/h

High quality fabric and painted or anodized 
aluminum profiles guarantee unbeatable durability 
even in hars conditions like saltness

Avoid the undesirable phonemenon of condensation 
which is very common with traditional covering

In winter the covering can be heated with electrical 
heaters and it provides all round comfort.

The system guarantees a significant reduction of 
sound at inside and outside of covering

The system consists from waterproof PVC cover, supported by aluminum intermediate 
section bars. Carriages make the sections bars slide on tracks and are driven by a high 
resistance toothed belt that rotates on roller bearings. Intermediate section bar, front bar 
and guides are in extruded powder-painted aluminum. Brackets and accessories are 
stainless steel. Sun, wind and rain sensors are available to open and close the pergola 
according to the weather conditions. 
Rainwater is discharged through the integrated gutter in the front. Drainage is 
incorporated in the posts, allowing the water to drain to the ground. 

The pergola can be integrated with Panorama or Sliding systems. �e perfect combination 
is on top Pergola, Panorama takes place at front and sliding systems at side parts.

We offer two different rail sizes as 11X15 cm thick rail and 8X13 cm thin rail. With thin rail, 
maximum 5 meter projection is possible and with thick rail this projection would be 
maximum as 10 meter. In system gutter, leg and fabric profiles are all same and just rail sizes 
are changing according to projection lenght or pergola.

At 4 modules Pergola to provide smooth extension on fabric, two synchronised motor use 
recommended by HUUN. 

Aluminum:The materials used by EmreAluminyum – aluminum and 
glass – meet the highest quality and standards. All of the aluminum we 
use in our systems are made of 1st quality T6 6063 alloys at our own 
extrusion facility. �us, we are able to control aluminum parameters 
from raw material to the final product in order to ensure if the intended 
quality is achieved or not. �e aluminum is not only corrosion proof 
and light, but it is also intensively durable and with these features it is 
the best material for Pergola systems.
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Choice of Colors: Various high quality coating options 
(QUALICOAT Certified), anodized or wood cover surfaces for 
aluminium lets customers customize their HUUN Pergola. Besides 
all, it helps to provide robust durability to aluminium.  
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PERGOLA

A New Art Of Lıvıng On Outdoor

The waterproof, fire-retardant fabric protects from damaging and uncomfortable UV light and 
heat, keeps the rainwater off of the space it protects. Wind resistance is guaranteed up to class 
6 as per UNI PR EN 13561. Snow load resistance is not guaranteed. Moisture condensation on 
the cloth is a natural phenomenon and should not be considered a flaw. 
HUUN // PERGOLA is powder – coated aluminum with clean and aesthetic lines and a 
structure fitted with supporting painted aluminum gutter. 100X130 cm side guides and water 
drainage integrated in the leg. Available in Wall mount, ceiling or self-bearing version. For a 
proper drainage of water, it must be installed with a minimum %8 slope. First quality raw 
materials and ultimate design offers high quality together with aesthetic view.
The system works with special stretcher and transmission system and it is very suitable for 
outdoor areas. Thanks to qualified fabric, provides energy saving besides shading sun. With 
internal LED illumination, gives stylish appeal and comfort to users. With remote control, the 
system would open and close within seconds with minimum effort. System also fully adaptable 
to home automation systems and offers great flexibility with high secure wireless technology. 

HUUN // PERGOLA systems bring functionality and style to outdoor spaces, making them a 
fantastic option when you want to protect an outdoor area from rain, wind and heat all year 
round. Retractable pergolas can be easily integrated into any outdoor space, making them perfect 
for commercial, residential applications. �e highest comfort is ensured by a perfect automation 
system that can be remotely controlled, and a range of accessories that will enhance the pergola’s 
use experience, in any part of the day.
Retractable awnings have become the most effective and convenient type of awning in use. As the 
name suggests, they can be retracted and extended whenever you require, thus you can protect it 
against harsh weather.
For residential applications, perfect way to increase the curb appeal of your building and provide 
you a relaxed outdoor atmosphere It helps to save you money by making your home more 
energy-efficient. Blocking the path of sunrays can directly cool things down, thus in turn save 
energy. It can also reduce heat gain and cut down electric bill as discussed below respectively.
For commercial applications while increasing outdoor usage area, helps owners to welcome 
more guests and feel them more comfortable and enjoy with their meals.  It means more profit 
and improving satisfaction level of guests all year round. With this feature, retractable pergola is 
not the choice, it is essential product. 

Creatıng Outdoor Lıvıng Areas wıth Ultımate DesıgnControl The Sun Rays As You Wısh


